**Telephone call**
Discuss provisional eligibility for the trial; arrange clinic appointment; send participant information sheets (if not already received)

**Screening/ Randomisation/Educational visit**
- Explanation / consent
- Confirmation of diagnosis
- Eligibility check
- MED test (consent for UVB treatment)
- Data collection, pictures taken
- Education on use of home devices / completion of diary / monitoring of side-effects

**Baseline**
MED test results/Start date and treatment regimen confirmation

**Active group**

**Placebo group**

**Dermfix**

**Waldmann**

**Telephone call: at 1 week and 2 weeks**

**Face to face visit at 8 weeks:**
Outcomes assessment

**Telephone call: at 12 weeks**

**Final face to face visit at 16 weeks:** photographs taken, lesions measured. Outcomes assessed. Exit interview